Harnwell Says
Sebo Decision
Not Yet Made

A representative concerning the status of Jeremiah Ford, Ill, dean of the university, and James Sebo, head football coach, about the possible sale of some of the university's sports information assets, was named yesterday by Dr. Gaynor, president of the university. Dr. Gaynor, who is expected to make a final decision about the sale this week, added that he had not yet made a decision about the sale himself.

Harnwell stated that the university was considering a variety of options, including a possible sale of the university's sports information assets to a private company. He added that the university was also considering a possible sale of some of its athletic facilities, including the Coliseum and the student center.

Harrwell said that he had not yet made a decision about the sale, and that he was still considering a variety of options. He added that he was still considering the possibility of a possible sale of some of the university's athletic facilities, including the Coliseum and the student center.

Sebo has been under fire for his handling of the football team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years. He has also been criticized for his handling of the basketball team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years. He has also been criticized for his handling of the basketball team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years.

Sebo has also been criticized for his handling of the basketball team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years. He has also been criticized for his handling of the basketball team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years.

Sebo has also been criticized for his handling of the basketball team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years. He has also been criticized for his handling of the basketball team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years.

Sebo has also been criticized for his handling of the basketball team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years. He has also been criticized for his handling of the basketball team, which has had a number of losing seasons in recent years.
Penn Penned

This Is Pennsylvania

by Justin W. Heatter

Welcome to our University, parents. This is a very exciting time of the year for us. As much as you protest, and as loudly as you swear, you want us to have some free time, and everything we do takes place then. We have very little contact with anything that does not interest us. In fact, it is rare for our weekly letters and a few magazines and newspapers, we would know little of what goes on in the world which is outside of our own. Once is a protected one, an insulated shockproof one that keeps us safe in our own, and we are happy to be able to think in it today.

During the few brief hours you are to be with us, we hope that you will have something of what our life is like, what activities we participate in, and what we give from experience. By being with us today, you will be through a part of our life here at the University. In that time, you will see the things around which our life revolves.

In our academic atmosphere, the center of our pursuits and of our interest is in the varied tracts of classrooms and buildings. It is in these that we learn and develop our concepts, and to search for detail. It is in the process of collection, selection, and evaluation. For these, searching for information, we are provided with materials which will be beneficial to us, if we are not carried away from the world of usefulness to our exciting and interesting.

Supplementing and resolving around this time is the need to do this in our home, more than ever. In our homes, our families, our acquaintances, and people. In encounters, our position is further to isolate our life. It is in these activities that we find our true self.

We act, sing, dance, write. We learn and improve on social and musical skills. In our world, these are important, they will, some one day, be our greatest value when we leave our campus world.

Our athletic life is varied with various other activities. Although each month is devoted to the needs of gamma, our contests and competences are also a process of business.

Our training and sports life is of no use to us. We are not interested in being sportsmen nor do we want to be. We are students and need to be trained in the true sense of the word. We are not interested in being sportsmen, nor do we want to be. We are students and need to be trained in the true sense of the word.

Perhaps the most-interesting part of our life is the forced naiveté that we are stuck in. Our world does not hold us to any part of a gymnastic environment, and we need salvation and support in our efforts to help us make the best of it. This is the worst part of our life, but it is the best part too.

As we are not interested in the world, we cannot be interested in the environment. We need support and help to make the best of it. This is the worst part of our life, but it is the best part too.

We have just moved into our new home, and we are on the way to our new home, more than ever. In our homes, our families, our acquaintances, and people. In encounters, our position is further to isolate our life. It is in these activities that we find our true self.
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Parents Have Travelled From Nineteen States For "Soph Parents Day"

1000 Are Expected at President's Dinner To Be Held Tonight for Parents, Sons

The more than 600 parents of sophomores attending events in their hostess this weekend will be coming into the campus from as far west as Alaska, as far south as Florida, and as far north as Maine.

University coordinators have also received dinner reservations from parents of sophomores from Connecticut, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Maryland, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia, Washington, D.C., West Virginia and Wisconsin.

The students are expected to attend the Dinner this evening, including parents, their sons, and other members and guests of the University. To accommodate the visitors, the Pennsylvania-Yale game at Franklin Field from sections SC, SD, and SE, on the quaker side. The central registration hearings in the West Lounge of Houson Hall will be in operation throughout the entire day to grant parents. All high family minute requests, and answer various Penn-Parental questions.

Fratraternities Plus Events

Many of the fraternities have held their annual open house events for the benefit of the sons of university parents. These events included social entertainment. Some of the houses have also included social groups. In the case of the Psi Upsilon and Phi Beta Kappa, they have been especially hospitable to the Pennsylvania-Yale-game in Frank Field from sections SC, SD, and SE, on the quaker side. The central registration hearings in the West Lounge of Houson Hall will be in operation throughout the entire day to grant parents. All high family minute requests, and answer various Penn-Parental questions.

Events Listed

Parents have been greeted enthusiastically on the campus by members of the university student body, fraternities, sororities, and student organizations.

Class President Gives Welcome

ROBERT M. LEARY

To Our Jerry Sophomores.

We, the Jerry Sophomores class of 1960, welcome you to our campus, and to those of our classmates.

We want to use the University of Pennsylvania as we use to show for the day the usk educational featuress that we have throughout the academic year.

Either with your class or alone we feel free to "explore" for a University campus is a place of many wonders, and today it is all.

When you leave, we hope it will be with a feeling of attachment to the college student and the essence will be of our campus.

Robert M. Leary,

President Class of 1960.

Over 600 Parents Visit University To Share Sons' Daily Experience

Guests Register in Houston Hall Lounge, Attend Classes During Morning Hours

Over 600 parents of sophomores, from all parts of the country, will get a firsthand look at the University in all today.

Promoted by the success of last year’s "Parents Day" for undergraduates, the University is giving a similar event to parents of sophomores this year. The event is open to all parents of sophomores in college.

Parents have been asked to register in the West Lounge of Houston Hall today. Classes will meet at 10:15 a.m. in Irving Auditories, from that which was set up by the committee on the event of last year, for which 400 parents have been invited.

A coffee break will be planned for those attending, with a tour of the Louange of Houston Hall. The morning will be spent on the campus, where parents will have the opportunity to see the academic and social environment which constitutes this way of life for these four important years.

Pennsylvania is primarily a university of men and women devoted to the best scholarship. Here your son is meeting stimulating people, broadening his knowledge and the knowledge that has been organized by preceding generations. It is our hope that, from his participation, with the faculty in this endeavor, he will catch some of the spirit of intellectual growth and that he will mature to a life of greater fulfillment and significance as a result of these knowledge that we have of ourselves and our surroundings. We hope that you will detect something of the spirit of the University of Pennsylvania and in particular to deal with what we think our communities.

You will be hearing from us in the future through the medium of our "College Hall," and we would be pleased to hear from you at any time in regard to any matter, however small or general, or your son's education in particular.

Eventually yours,

GAYLORD P. HARNWELL
President, University of the

Mrs. Harnwell To Serve Coffee at Sophs' Parents Gathering; Many Other Prominent Administrators' Wives Will Be Present

Because the presence of the ephemer parents or their sons' friends earlier today will be interesting but not so important as the fact that they meet the faculty members, a collection of faculty members was assembled in the Philadelphia to hear Mr. Harnwell's appreciation. He expressed his appreciation of the contributions of all the faculty members, and professed himself to be a great admirer of the University. He expressed his wishes that the University, under the leadership of Mr. Harnwell, will be able to accept the varied and constantly changing demands of our times. It is my hope that the University will maintain its excellence as a university, and I am convinced that this will be the case.

Mr. Harnwell's appreciation speech will be given at the Philadelphia on Sunday evening. The University will be open to the public at 7:30 p.m. for the reception to be held in the Alumni Center. All members of the University are invited.

Parents Day Schedule

Time Location Event

9:00 a.m. Registration Dr. John B. Houston Lounge
10:15 a.m. Welcome to Pennsylvania, Irving Auditorium
11:00 a.m. Classes and the Campus
1:30 p.m. "This Is Pennsylvania," The Auditory Houston
3:00 p.m. Luncheon
4:00 p.m. "College Life in Pennsylvania," Irving Auditorium
5:45 p.m. Extra-curricular activities

Field Preview Franklin Field
2:00 p.m. Coffee with the Faculty, Houston Hall
3:00 p.m. President's Dinner, University Campus
6:00 p.m. President of the University to the President of the University.
Penn Runners Compete In Hep Championships

Including Bucknellians on Broadway is a team in the 55th annual Harvard Cross-County Championships at New York City's City College's Van Court Park this afternoon, as Pennsylvania's men's team competes for the second time in the event.

The team is entered for the second time by Steve Young and Ken Connors, who finished second and third in the race.

The Quakers' objective this year is to place in the team's top five finish in 1954. The team took third place in 1953 last year, and has already placed ahead of their opponents in the 1953 races.

Penn's entrants include captain Ed Hanna, George Edkins, Robert Knecht, and Charles Draper, and Steve Young, and Ken Connors. The team is expected to be quite strong in the race, and is expected to be one of the favorites for the title.

Dick Faye's figures are open at this time, but the team's success will be determined by the performance of the runners.

Hockey Team Opens Practice Monday on Phila. Arena Ice

Philadelphia's hockey team practices take on its first and only by league opponents tomorrow when Pittsburgh's艰苦な努力 (make it a hard try) vers. Idaho. The game is scheduled for 4:30 p.m. at the Arena at 11th and St.

The Quakers will practice on the ice at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow morning when all the members of the team will be present. The practice will be played under the guidance of the head coach, Andy Fugate, who is expected to return to the Arena at 11th and St.
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NOTICES

SHERMAN BROTHERS

Shoes, Like People, Don't Last Forever

If you are ready to retire your old worn-out pairs or if you feel the need for new "sole" mates you will find at SHERMAN BROTHERS. The most famous brands in cordovans, loafers, bucks, formal, golf, two tones, to be found in America . . .

Like People, Don't Last Forever

MILLEN

You're ready to retire your old worn-out pairs or if you feel the need for new "sole" mates you will find at MILLEN. The highest protection against the elements is offered by every pair!

SATURDAY

Student Special: 55¢

All at times upon presenting matric card

- BANNERS
- GLASSWARE
- JACKETS
- JEWELRY
- PENNANTS
- SIX-FOOTER SCARVES
- STUFFED ANIMALS
- SWEATSHIRTS

AUSTIN ELECTRONICS

AUSTIN ELECTRONICS, Inc.

Understanding High Fidelity

If you're confused by all the technical standing talk about Hi-Fi, let us send you our Hi-Fi booklet.

We'll also include a comprehensive BOGEN CUSTOM HIGH QUALITY CATALOGUE so you may understand and select your equipment and components.

We offer both BOGEN amplifier, light quality speakers, complete combination of quality speakers, completely adaptable, flexible, custom design and attractive $79.95

BOGEN D8115

Credit Terms Available

AUXILL/ARY-SPEAKERS, PRINTED CIRCUIT PANELS, FULL LINE OF SPEAKERS, TELEPHONES, ANTIQUE TELEPHONES, ANTIQUE PHONES, PHYSICISTS, Civil Engineers, Electrical Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, Engineers with M.B.A

National Wide Careers with

Established in 1912, ATLAS, today, specializes in industrial chemicals and commercial explosives for mining and construction activities. Our 11 manufacturing sites and 4 Research Centers, located in all sections of the country, employ more than 4000 people in an industry that is destined to grow many times larger as our expanding needs demand.

We are greatly intensifying recruitment efforts to develop knowledge about entirely new products by recruiting professionals who will be on your campus on November 8, 9, 13, 15, 16.

Safian & Rudolph

708 Sансom Street

One Minute Drive

Open:
Mon., Wed. Till 9. p.m.
Sat. Till 4 p.m.

THE IVY SHOP

MEN'S and WOMEN'S

IVY LEAGUE FASHIONS

SALES

25% to 50% DISCOUNT

Implements
Radio
Radio

Stereo

Record Players

Tuners

Pianos

Grand Pianos

Rush Rush Piano

New Pianos

Grand Pianos

Wurlitzer

Casio

Yamaha

Metronome

Melodies

1747

Ward's alone cannot tell the story: Pay us a visit. See them and be convinced.

SHERMAN BROTHERS

CANCELLATION SHOES

13 S. MOLE STREET

In the Downtown Movie District

(Or Market between 15th and 16th)

The Ivy Shop

648 South Street

Prop.: Jack Weinstein

Gifts for Everyone

We feature the

Finest Continental

Coffee . . . and

Something Special!

Nov. 8, 9, 13, 15, 16

At 9:30 P.M.

Majzlin

to

"Silence Is Golden"

30 Minutes of

Unique Pantomime

THE LITTLE GREENWICH

125 S. 54th Street

7 P.M. TILL 1 A.M.

Sat. TILL 2 A.M.

SUN. 8 P.M. TILL 1 A.M.
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